Purpose
Content-based image-retrieval has become a prevalent way of managing and accessing large repositories of digital images by their visual content. A method for improving the retrieval accuracy by replacing Difference-of-Gaussian/SIFT interest-points with Superpixels used by a Bags-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) framework is introduced.
Methods and Materials
The Bags of Visual Words approach represents an image as an histogram of visual words. Image descriptors are computed for each image and these are mapped to a subset of descriptors, the so called visual vocabulary. Similarity checks of images are performed on the image histogram of visual words. The workflow can be seen in Figure 1 .
Three different types of interest point detectors are compared in our experiment setup. As baseline experiment we use Difference of Gaussian (DoG) interest points like proposed by Lowes SIFT algorithm. The second IP detector is a simple DENSE/regular grid with a fixed spacing between the IPs.
These interest points are completely independent from the image content. The third IP detector uses an over-segmentation of the image -so called Superpixels (SP) [Wildenauer] . Superpixels fulfill following crucial properties: The image data within a SP is homogenous. The edges of the SP follow contours in the images and the size of SP is flexible. An example is seen in Figure 2 .
For all experiments a 128 dimensional SIFT descriptor [Lowe], kMeans for clustering and Chi2-distance for histogram similarity measurement was used.
The experiments used 13 lung CTs provided by the Medical University of Vienna. The aim was to determine the position of a single image (CT-slice) within the lung area. A position along the coronal axis is assigned to each slice where the first cephalic and last caudal slice containing lung-air get assigned the fixed values 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. 
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Results
The performance is measured by the sum-of-squared-distance (SSD) for 100 queryimages between computed location and manual ground-truth. The experiment is performed three times, with DoG/SIFT, DENSE and Superpixel interest-points. The Superpixel based experiment led to a noticeable lower SSD of 0.0554 compared to 0.1416 for DoG/SIFT, while keeping computational complexity approximately equal. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the optimal result (black dashed line), the mean position (blue) and standard deviation (red) for each query position aggregated over the 13 CTs.
Notable for the runs with DENSE interest points is the section from 0 to 0.1.
The images in this region contain a lot of homogenous background which is also used due the regular distribution of interest points. 
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Conclusion
We show that the choice of interest point detector is crucial in the bag-of-visuals-words approach, especially in medical data. Furthermore we show that Superpixel lead to stable interest points for medical images. The over-segmentation of homogenous structures and salient points is particularly relevant in this field. Future work will translate this improvement to 3D clinical data.
